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1. The classical result of G. Birkhoff and 0. Frink [I] characterizes the 
subalgebra lattices of universal algebras as algebraic 1attices.l A recent result 
of A. A. Iskander [5] is a very unexpected sharpening of the Birkhoff-Frink 
theorem. Namely, Iskander proves that for any given algebraic lattice 2, 
there exists an algebra ‘u, such that the subalgebra lattice of ‘u2 (= ‘u x a) 
is isomorphic to B. 
While the Birkhoff-Frink theorem does not require the Axiom of Choice, 
Iskander’s proof of the above result makes essential use of the Axiom of 
Choice in several steps of the proof. 
The purpose of the present note is to give a simplified proof of Iskander’s 
result which does not use the Axiom of Choice. 
The technique of proof used by Iskander is based on the paper [4] of 
G. Gratzer and E. T. Schmidt. In order to compare the present proof with 
that of Iskander (and also to help the reader to get an intuitive understanding 
of the proof) we outline this technique, 
The problem is to construct a universal algebra ‘u with some specific 
property; in this case the property is that the subalgebra lattice of V, G(V12) 
be isomorphic to L?. The first step is to construct a partial algebra 8, with 
this property. Then we extend 8, into an algebra !?$ “as freely as possible”. 
Naturally, 6(8r2) will be too large. The second step is to introduce partial 
operations in 8, , getting S; , rectifying this situation. Then we generate 
the algebra b, by S; and we go on, getting 8,) b, ,.... The algebra ‘u then 
will be the “direct limit” of the !Bi . 
The first step is usually fairly easy. The crucial point is the second step, 
1 An element a of the complete lattice 0 is called compact if a < V(.ql i E I) implies 
the existence of a finite subset / of I with a < V(xp 1 i E J). A complete lattice 2 
is called algebraic if every element is the join of compact elements. Algebras will be 
denoted by German upper case letters, the corresponding roman letter will denote 
the set upon which the algebras are defined. 
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when all “bad subalgebras” are killed, and in the first step care must be 
taken to ensure that d, has all properties needed to rectify the situation in 
the second step. 
The construction of b, will be based on Iskander’s idea, though some 
details are different (in order to avoid the use of the Axiom of Choice) and 
simpler. However, the second step is different from Iskander’s construction, 
and it is based on a simple observation which makes the second step almost 
trivial in this case. 
In the last section it will be shown how the present ideas can be used to get 
a stronger result of Iskander’s. 
For the basic concepts we refer the reader to [2], or, for a survey of the 
basic concepts and results to [3]. 
All the results of the paper are trivial if 1 L 1 = 1. So let L! always denote 
an algebraic lattice with 1 L 1 > 1. 
2. In this section we prove the following statement: 
LEMMA 1. Let L! be an algebraic lattice. Then there exists a partial algebra 
b = (B; F) having the following properties: 
(i) I? is isomorphic to the lattice G(%S2) of subalgebras of B2; 
(ii) there is a mapping ‘p from %(ZS2), that is the set of Jinitely generated 
subalgebras of B2 into B2, such that for X E V(B2), Xv E X and X = [Xv]; 
(iii) all partial operations f E F are injective, that is iff is n-ary and n > 0, 
the-n a,, ,..., a,-, , b, ,..., bnSI E B, and f (a,, ,..., a,+J = f (b, ,..., b,-J imply 
a, = b, ,..., a,-, = b,+, . 
Remark: (ii) means that each finitely generated subalgebra can be generated 
by a single element and for the choosing of this element a choice function ‘p is 
constructed. This is important since the Axiom of Choice will not be used. 
Proof. Let C denote the set of compact elements of 2. Then 6 = (C; V) 
is a semi lattice with 0. Let Y(K) denote the set of ideals of E and 3(E) the 
lattice of ideals of a. It is known that 
a + I, = {x 1 x E C, x < a} 
is an isomorphism between 2 and 3(a). 
Let B be an arbitrary infinite set with C C B, and fix a b, E B - C. Since 
IL1 >l,jCl >l;fixac,EC,Ofc,. 
We define a mapping (c, of C into subsets of B2 as follows: 
W = (6 b) I b E Bh 
4 = {Cc, b,), <b,, 41, for Ofcfc,; 
co+ = B2 - U(c# I c # 4. 
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The following properties of # are obvious: 
(1) 4 z 4; 
(2) if cl , ca~C,ci #c,,thenc,$nc,$=$; 
(3) (J(ct,b 1 c E C) = B2. 
We now define partial operations on B: 
(4) every b E B is the value of a nullary operation fb; 
(5) for cr , ca , cs E C; c, < cs v c,; c1 , ca , ca # 0 and for (ai , bi) E c&, 
i = 1, 2, 3 a binary partial operation f is defined by 
Note that it follows from the definition of # and from ca # 0, c, # 0, that 
(as, u3) # (b, , b3) and so f is well defined (indeed, (ua, a& = (b, ,b3) 
implies a2 = b, and (ua, us) E O# which is disjoint from cd). 
Let F be the set of all partial operations defined in (4) and (5), and 
93 = (B;F). 
Now we prove that 93 has properties (i)-(iii). 
(i) As noted above, L! and 3(E) are isomorphic, so it is enough to prove 
that 3(E) and G(B2) are isomorphic. This isomorphism can be given as 
follows: 
x:I+y(c$IcEq, for I E Y(E). 
It is routine to check that x is 1 - 1 (since c# # +), and that 1x is a 
subalgebra of B2. Then one notes that for D E 9(B2) 
D + {c I c$ n D # 41 
maps Y(B2) into Y(a) (this follows from the observation that c# n D # 4 
implies c# C D), and this is the inverse of x. Also, x is a homomorphism. 
The easy details are left to the reader. 
In particular we get that 1,~ is generated by (c, b,) or (6, , c) if c # 0. 
(ii) The compact subalgebras of B2 are the ones of the form Icx with c E C. 
Define v by 
(AX)? = I gb”,‘> 
if c=O 
if c # 0. 
Then [(I&I] = Icx is obvious. 
(iii) Obvious, by definition. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
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3. In this section we will state (mostly without proofs; see, e.g., [2]) some 
properties of the algebra !B3, = (B, ; F} freely generated by an arbitrary 
partial algebra (B; F), and in particular, by the partial algebra (B; F) having 
property (1 .iii). 
The algebra 93, = (B, ; F) is constructed from 93 = (B; F) as follows: 
We set B(O) = B; if f E F, a, ,..., a,+, E B and f (a0 ,,.., a,& is not defined in 
(B(O); F), then we take f (a0 ,..., anel) as a new element; B(l) is B(O) and all the 
new elements thus defined; Bc2) = (B(l))(l),..., B(“) = (B(+l))(l),..., and B, = 
U(B(Q 1 i = 0, 1, 2,...); F is defined on B, in the obvious way. 
LEMMA 2. The algebra 2& freely generated by 23 is characterized (up to 
isomorphism) by the following properties: 
(i) B C B, and B generates d, ; 
(ii) for f E F, the operation f of 23, , restricted to B, gives the partial operation 
fan%; 
(iii) for f, g EF, ai , bj E B, , f (a, ,..., a& = g(b, ,..., b,-I) $ B implies 
n = m, f = g, and a, = b, ,..., a,-, = b,-, ; 
(iv) if f EF, a, ,..., a,-, E B, , then f (a0 ,..., a,-,) E B implies that (a, ,..., 
a,+I} C B. 
In Lemmas 3 and 4, let D be a subalgebra of B and [D]s, the subalgebra 
generated by D in 93, . 
LEMMA 3. (i) [D]%, n B = D; 
(ii) for every a E B, , there exists a $nite set H, c B such that a C [D]%, 
if and only if H, C D, and there is an effective way of jkding an H, ; 
(iii) D --f [DIB1 is a lattice embedding of G(8) into G(8,). 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow directly from the construction of b, (or from 
Lemma 2) and (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). 
LEMMA 4. Let us assume that all partial operations of 8 are injective. Then 
(i) the operations in 8, and B12 are injective; 
(4 <[B~s,~ ; F) :s freely generated by 932. 
Proof. (i) is obvious. To prove (ii) we have to verify only (2.iii) and (2.iv). 
So let 
(co, cl> = f ((aoo, aol>,..., <ai-l , aA_, >) = id@,‘, bo%..., <b:-l , b;-,>) $ B2. 
(P, cl) 6 B2 implies that either co $ B or cl $ B, say co $ B. Then 
co = f (aoO,...> a;-,) = g(bo”,..., b;-J $ B, 
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thus by (2.iii), n = m, f = g. Thus from (i) (aso, aol) = (boo, bol) ,..., 
(4-l 3 4-l> = (Cl 9 %lh verifying (2.iii). (2.iv) can be proved in a 
similar fashion. 
Remark. Lemma 4 can be proved for any direct power of $ and 8,. 
LEMMA 5. Let b be a partial algebra having properties (l.ii) and (l.iii), and 
8, the algebra freely generated by 8. Then the following statements hold: 
(i) The operations of b, are injective; 
(ii) for D C 9’(W) 
[Dla,z n B2 = D; 
(iii) D -+ [DlalB is a lattice embedding of G(%F) into G(!B,2); 
(iv) for a E [B21B3,2 there exists un d E B2 such that a E [D]‘B,a , for D E Y(%jz), 
if and only if d E D. 
Proof. (i) follows from (4.i); (ii) and (iii) follow from (3.i) and (4.ii); to 
prove (iv), take 
5 = [KJP, 
where H, is given in (3.ii) and (4.ii) and v is given in (l.ii). 
4. Y(93i2) is very large. It has many subalgebras which are not of the 
form [Dld,e for some D E Y(B2). In this section we show that the “bad” 
subalgebras can be eliminated by introducing unary partial operations. 
LEMMA 6. There exists un effective way of introducing two sets F1 and F2 
of partial unary operations on B, such that the partial algebra S; = (B, ; F,), 
where Fl = F u F1 u F2, has the following properties: 
(9 Ph;, znB2 = Da 
(ii) D + Ph;, 2 is an Lomorphism between G(%j2) and G((%Q2); 
(iii) Si satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii) of Lemma 1. 
Proof. Let a E [Bz]e,s and let d be the element of B2 given by (5.iv). 
Let a = (a,, a,) and let H = (co, i d ). We define a unary partial operation g 
on B, as follows: set g(u,) = Z,, , g(q) = Z1 , and D(g) = {a, , al}. Since 
a, = a, if and only if a -o = 4 = 0, g is well defined and injective. Let F1 
be the set of all these partial operations. 
Fix a b = (i. , 6i) E co& and since co # 0, so # 6i . Let b E B12 - [B218,~ ; 
then b = (b, , b,) and b,, # b, . We define two unary partial operations h 
and k on B, as follows: set 
h(b,) = zo, h(b,) = iI and 
k(Jo) = b, , k(&) = 6, and 
D(h) = {bo 9 41, 
D(k) = {i;, , &}. 
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Then h and k are well defined and injective. Let F2 be the set of all these 
partial operations. 
Before showing that conditions (i)-( iii are satisfied, we will prove the ) 
following two statements: 
(b) E E Y((?XQ2) implies that En B2 E Y(a2) and E = [En B2],B;,2. 
Ad (a). Recall that co+ C D or c,,$ n D = 4. Then this is just a routine 
computation. 
Ad (b). It is obvious that E n B2 E Y(!X32) and [E n B21tB8;)* C E. We now 
prove that E C [E n B2],s;j~ . Let e E E. If e E [B21a,~, then there exists 
ag eF1 such that g(e) = BE E n B2, and therefore e E [&,z C [E n B2],,;,s . 
If e E B12 - [B2]81a , then there exist h and K E F2 such that h(e) = 5 E E n B2 
and such that K(b) = e, therefore e E [E n B21Ca;)z . 
Now we prove that ?& satisfies conditions (i)-(iii). 
(i) follows from (a); 
(ii) follows directly from (b). 
Condition (ii) implies (1.i). For (l.ii), the new ‘p’ can be defined by 
X + (X n B2)v. 
By construction, (1 .iii) is satisfied. 
This completes the proof of (iii) and of Lemma 6. 
5, Now, it is easy to prove the main result: 
THEOREM 1. Let D be an algebraic lattice. Then there is an effective construe- 
tion of an algebra % such that D is isomorphic to the subalgebra lattice of %12. 
Proof. We take 9, = b = (B; F,) as constructed in Lemma 1, 9, = 
<B1 ; F,,) and 123; = (B, ; FI) as constructed in Lemmas 5 and 6. Note that 
8; has all three properties of b, used in Lemmas 5 and 6, hence starting with 
23;) we can construct b, , 9;) then 8,) %A ,..., b, = (B, ; F&, 23: = 
(8, ; F,h.... 
Set A = u(Bn 1 n = 0, 1,2 ,... ), 
F = u(Fn 1 n = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). 
Then % = (A; F) is an algebra. For D E Y(2S2) set 
D = u([Dla,~ 1 n = 1, 2,...). 
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Then D + D is an isomorphism between G(!B2) and G(912). Since 0 is 
isomorphic to G(B2), this completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
6, Iskander proved a stronger form of Theorem 1. In order to formulate 
that let us introduce the following notation. For B C A2 set 
B* = {(x, Y> I (Y, x> E W, 
and note that 
B-+B*, B E Y(‘P) 
is an automorphism of order two of G(U2). The second theorem of Iskander 
is as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Let l! be an algebraic lattice and OL an automorphism of I? of 
order two. Then there exists an algebra Yl and an isomorphism p between 2 and 
G(a2) such that 
(zp)* = (h)p, foY ZEL. 
In this section we prove Theorem 2 without the Axiom of Choice. Again, 
this proof is a simplification of Iskander’s proof. We again assume that 
IL1 >l.Letc~C,c#O.Then 
(cvca)a =cvca; 
therefore we can fix a c, E C, c,, # 0 with cool = c,, . We take B to be an 
infinite set strictly containing C. Fix a b, E B - C. We define the mapping # 
of the proof of Lemma 1 as follows: 
W = {+,a> I aEBh 
4 = {Cc, CG), if c#O,c#c,,c#col; 
4 = {Cc, b,>, (4, , 41, if c # 0, c # co, c = cff; 
co+ = B2 - U(4 I (c # co). 
We define the mapping v of Lemma 1 as follows: 
if c=O; 
if c#col; 
if c#O and c = ca. 
The rest of the proof is identical with that of Theorem 1, we can take p as 
the isomorphism constructed there, and (Zp)* = (Za)p will hold. 
481/7/z-9 
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7. In conclusion, the following problem can be raised: 
PROBLEM. Let n be a positive integer and 0 an algebraic lattice. Find 
necessary and sufficient conditions on L! for the existence of an algebra ‘u 
with L! g 6(W). 
It is obvious, that for n > 2 the class of algebraic lattices one will get is very 
restricted. 
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